Nutrition and cancer prevention: a multidisciplinary perspective on human trials.
More than one million Americans were expected to be diagnosed with cancer in 2003 (7a). Compelling experimental, epidemiological, and clinical evidence indicates that many cancers are preventable, especially because diet and nutrition are key factors in the modulation of cancer risk. The road to nutritional intervention in cancer prevention has led to successful trials as well as trials that did not reach their intended endpoints. This chapter reviews four case studies of trials, with two ending in success and two ending in null findings or adverse effects. The goal is to identify lessons learned from all four case studies and from the investigations of the complexities inherent to nutritional intervention trials. Additional insights are presented by the research addressing potential mechanisms underlying the endpoints of human trials. Future progress in nutrition and cancer prevention will require expertise from multidisciplinary teams to develop new knowledge about specific nutrients and dietary modifications within a framework of interaction between animal and human research.